Speaking in Public can be stressful and give you sleepless
nights
However some people have the knack of delivering polished
presentations every single time.
There are 2 types of presentations, those which engage with
you which are interesting, clear and relevant and those which
are simply painful for all concerned.
I have good news and bad news, the bad news first, we were
not taught these skills at school , but the good news is I can
share this valuable information, so you master these skills.
Before I get started let me tell you how presenting helped me
go to Hawaii first class on an all expenses paid luxury cruise. I
was on the top deck playing chess improving my tan when an
elderly gentleman said to me ,”Young man” , I always like
when I get called young man ! he went on to ask me , how
many presentations did it take you to reach the qualification,
as I have been coming on this trip for years ? I said less than
100, he smiled and said it took an average of 500
presentations to get these results normally, what is the
secret? I said I am not 5 times smarter, just my presentations
are 5 times more effective, I mastered this skill early on as I
realise how important it was.
There’s an old saying if you keep doing what you keep doing,
you will keep getting what you keep getting, so if you want to
increase your income, confidence and pride, learning this
presenting skill is important.
Not many people know this but usually the best presenter
does not always have the best product, service or business,

they have just mastered the skill of speaking and presenting.
It can be frustrating when you and I see others who are less
talented getting a head, simply because they are better
speakers in public.
Everyone knows a confidant speaker is like a magnet,
attracting people around them like a bee round honey, now
you have an opportunity to be the confident individual who
gets this attention, and is popular amongst their peers which
means you will get better results more easily and more often.
So what going to be easier for you, to continue getting
nervous at the thought of speaking in public, losing money
pride and credibility or spend a few hours with me and master
this skill, For life.i
You can master this skill a workshop in a safe environment or
one to one coaching, so the information is tailored made to
you.
Here is what others have said after the training
Testimonials 1 – Dianna Owen
Testimonials 2- Ebony Brent
Testimonials 3 is Gary Wroe ok are these 2 ok?

My name is Bernie De Souza helping you with perfect
polished presentations that work.

